Analysis of erythrocyte aggregation mechanism in presence of dextran and magnetic field by ultrasound scattering in blood.
Aggregation of erythrocytes is studied as function of time during their sedimentation process under the gravitational field. The method is based on ultrasonic scattering from the various blood samples in presence and absence of inhomogeneous magnetic field (IMF) and dextran 70 (10%). The experimental arrangement is consisting of ultrasonic transmitter and receiver probes placed in mutually perpendicular direction intersecting at the sampling volume of blood located at the centre of the blood column. The temporal kinetic process is represented in terms of histograms of amplitudes and number of scattering fluctuations related to the size and motion of aggregates. The results show that the application of IMF influences the aggregation and sedimentation of erythrocytes. The aggregates thus formed sediment faster than that of control sample. The aggregate formation and their movements in presence of dextran 70 are slower than that of normal blood which may be attributed to the enhanced suspending medium viscosity and their interaction with erythrocytes.